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Dacart - Training Firm
Happy, friendly and grandly with Romanian folk clothes!

Dacart is a training firm from Secondary School no 5,
Drobeta Turnu Severin, România, set up as part of the
F.R.E.E.D.O.M. Project - Free Resourceful Entrepreneurs Experiencing Daringness On the Move
- Strategic Partnerships for vocational education and
training no 2014-1-RO01-KA202-002946,
implemended within Erasmus+ Programme, Key
Action 2 - Cooperation for innovation and the
exchange of good practices.

This publication was created in F.R.E.E.D.O.M. Project
implemended within Erasmus+ Programme. This project has been
funded with support from the European Commission. This
publication reflects the views only of the author, and the
Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be
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Activities Description
Team’s trainin firm Dacart invites you to discover Romanian traditional elegance
and refinement of stylized clothes.
Romanian clothes Dacart are inspired by the folk creations made exclusively in our
workshop and store Dacart marketed only in limited collections for each season.
The models are made with meticulous finishes, taking elements from folk: tailoring,
hand woven materials, combined with premium cotton fabric. Our harbor is popular and will be a invaluable source of inspiration, the relationship between traditional and innovative elements proves its full actuality because of changes in fashion internationally. Our clothes are produced in limited editions even a fixed number of each model for each size.

Eternity was born in the
Romanian village!
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TRADITIONAL

SHIRT

100%

SILK

The skirt can be successfully integrated to an outfit so " office"
and for an elegant evening appearance. Semiclos skirt the fine
viscose fabric with cotton embedded buznare . The skirt has
two darts at the front, recessed pockets , very practical and
feminine cut and cloth Pipita white, black and purple skirt
completes seemingly simple but very
elegant .
Code: 001
Price: 120 Euro
WHITE WOOL COAT JACKET WITH TASSELS.
100% natural wool sweater. Jacket has a straight cut, slightly
Cambria, wool fur is white (white fur is woven from sheep's
wool) thick, is lined, zip fastening and is paspoalata tasseled
black wool. The jacket is a stylish and practical piece can be
worn with pants or jeans skirt but with elegance. Natural wool
fabric, cut thick and elegance combine in an elegant jacket perfect for cold days.
Code: 002

Price: 120 Euro

ROMANIAN TRADITIONAL IE
Ie Romanian traditional 100 % cotton canvas melted white. Female shirt is tailored as four sheets of canvas, hand knit stitch
cross shaped and ruffled neck . The front of the shirt is embroidered by repeating the same elements on the sleeve and hand
stitch fabric is made by counting threads .
Cod: 003

Price: 100 Euro
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IE TRADITIONAL ROMANIAN long sleeve.
Romanian traditional canvas is 100 % cotton melted white.
Female shirt is tailored as four sheets of canvas, hand knit
stitch cross shaped and ruffled neck.

Cod: 004

Price: 130 Euro

IE TRADITIONAL ROMANIAN long sleeve.
Romanian traditional canvas melted Ie , 100 % cotton
white long sleeve. It is embroidered with geometric
complex. Hand wash at a maximum of 30 degrees Celsius
and ironing the iron. It is extremely comfortable winter and
cool in summer, worn in every season and age

Cod: 005

Price: 100 Euro

IE TRADITIONAL ROMANIAN short sleeve.
Ie Romanian traditional 100 % cotton canvas melted white.
Female shirt is tailored as four sheets of canvas, hand knit
stitch cross shaped and ruffled neck . The front of the shirt
is embroidered by repeating the same elements on the sleeve
and hand .
Cod 006

Price: 80 Euro
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DRESS WITH BELT made of cotton with
traditional look,It is doubled with cotton
batiste and can have different colors
embroideries you like.
Cod: 007

Prices
Short Dress: 105 Euro
Long dress: 120 Euro

TRADITIONAL ROMANIAN IE SHORT.
It is said that the first type of shirt was
born and was carried by the population of
Cucuteni. Take the needle embroidery is
painting exactly branded ceramics discovered in Cucuteni.
Cod: 008

Price: 90 Euro

SHIRT RAMONA
The shirt is cotton, it has compact embroidery and can be embroidered in combinations that you like.
PCod: 009

Price: 105 Euro

BLACK SHIRT WITH BELT
The shirt is made of natural silk and has a
belt with embroidery „cross point”. It can
be ordered in other colors and with other
embroidery.
Cod: 010

Price: 150 Euro
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TRADITIONAL IE WITH LONG SLEEVE
CUCUTENI 2
100 % cotton canvas melted white. It is said that
the first type of shirt was born and was carried
by the population of Cucuteni . Take the needle
embroidery is painting exactly branded ceramics
discovered Cucuteni.
Cod: 011

Price: 100 Euro

THE BLOUSE AND THE SKIRT
It is maded from natural silk veil, are accessorized with lace and floral embroidery made in
technical point cross. You can choose the flowers
and colors you like.
Cod: 012

Prices: Blouses 160 Euro

“IE” - TRADITIONAL ROMANIAN BLOUSE
LONG SLEEVE
Ie Romanian traditional 100 % cotton canvas
melted white. By tailoring and shirt with embroidery female harmony, it faces a popular creative
genius eminent achievement in our country.
Cod: 013

Price 155 Euro
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ROMANIAN TRADITIONAL male IE sleeve
We've combined the old with the new , hand embroidered
traditional elements with modern and elegant cut: collar and
cuffs generous and we made a spectacular men's shirt and
joyful, really only good for a novel.
Cod: 014

Price: 80 euro

TRADITIONAL JACKET WITH POCKETS
Jacket is made of woolen cloth , close in front with four buttons and continue collared tunic type. The entire ornament
appears as a beautiful arabesque which marks masculine cut
blazer. Schileresc jacket is a garment specific young men.
Cod: 015

Price: 130 Euro

ROMANIAN TRADITIONAL COSTUME
Jacket schileresc cloth fine wool hand embroidery exactly
with the old model appeared around 1900 in Gorj, Romania,
with differentiation economy among peasants in the capitalist economy , is also a difference in costume and generalize
the richest costume.
Cod: 016

Price: 150 Euro

TRADITIONAL ROMANIAN men's long sleeve IE
We've combined the old with the new , hand embroidered
traditional elements with modern and elegant cut : collar
and cuffs generous and we made a spectacular men's shirt
and joyful, really only good for a novel.
Cod: 017

Price: 80 Euro
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IE TRADITIONAL ROMANIAN long sleeve
By tailoring and shirt with embroidery female harmony, it faces
a popular creative genius eminent achievement in our country.
Cod: 018

Price: 145 Euro

TRADITIONAL ROMANIAN Moldovan IE LONG
SLEEVE
Although he has a straight cut by placing decorative elements
in well defined fields , they stressed shirt female body lines giving a sculptural character.
Cod: 019

Price: 155 Euro

TRADITIONAL IE ROMANIAN long sleeve 100 % cotton
It is embroidered with geometric complex . Hand wash at a
maximum of 30 degrees Celsius and ironing the iron. It is extremely comfortable winter and cool in summer, worn in every
season and age.
Cod: 020

Price: 85 Euro

IE TRADITIONAL ROMANIAN SHORT
SLEEVE
Romanian traditional canvas is 100 % cotton melted white By
tailoring and shirt with embroidery female harmony , it faces a
popular creative genius eminent achievement in our country.
Cod: 021

Price:110 Euro

100%
Made in România

DACART - TRAINING FIRM

Bulevardul Virciorovei no 5,
Drobeta Turnu Severin,
Mehedinți, România
Phone/Fax: 004-0352-211075
Fax (0252) 211 075
http://freedomplus.eu/dacartshop/
E-mail: dacart.trainingfirm@gmail.com

